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Survey Highlights
» A survey of participants was conduced
post Fundamental stream workshop
» The survey covered 22 questions
addressing a range of topics focusing on
public sector fraud
» Almost everybody responded (92%
response rate or 33 participants provided
inputs)
» These inputs where collected to develop a
IA TOT CoP Good Practice Knowledge
Resource with a focus on fraud
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Frequency and Source of Fraud
Frequency of Frauds
None

Less than 5

5 or more

Who Committed the Fraud?
Employee

Management

External Party

5%

6%
39%

Combination

55%

39%

39%
17%

» Most reported that they have
not encountered instances of
fraud while performing their
professional duties

» Observed frauds are mostly
committed by employees and
collusions between
management and employees
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Most Common Types of Fraud in Public Sector
Most Likely Type of Fraud
Procurment fraud
Fraudelent acceptance of goods / services
Fraudelent exepnditure claims
Asset missapropriation
Payroll fraud

»Procurement Frauds
are by far the most
commonly cited fraud
in the public sector
with 93% of
respondents selection

Money Laundering
Tax evasion
Financial statement fraud
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Segregation of Duties
» Segregation of duties is a key element of internal control environment
and clear roles and responsibilities to prevent one person to be
responsible for authorization, execution, posting and controlling
activities need to be in place;
» Suggestions to improve included:

» Clear managerial accountability for defining roles and responsibilities;
» Adequate staff with appropriate qualifications, education, capacity and integrity of
civil servants;
» Clear job descriptions, with appropriately defined authority and responsibility of
each role;
» Defining targets for each employee and adequate systems of incentives;
» Relying on IT technologies.
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Managing Conflicts of Interest
»Suggestions to improve included:
» Prescribing very clearly what constitutes a conflict of interest and how it is
documented, monitors and reported;
» Necessity to timely report conflicts of interest;
» Staff needs to be appropriately trained to identify and mitigate conflict of
interest;
» Introducing a strong ethical code / culture in the organization;
» Introduce anonymous channels to report conflicts of interest.
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Most Common “Red Flags”
Red Flags
Presure from external party (e.g. political
strugcture)
Poor IT systems and lack of IT security
Non euqal application of legislation, policies
across entities
New programs, or early stages when controls
are immature
Centralizaed decision making and lack of
segregation of duties
No procedures in place for punishment for
fraudelent activities
Override of controls by management on grounds
of urgent needs
High turnover rates, lack of exprtize for role or
lack of sufficeint staff
Senior management under pressure to meet
targets

»External pressures,
poor IT systems and
non equal application
of legislation / policies
across entities are the
top ranked “Red Flags”
in the public sector.
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Fraud Training & Focus
Fraud Training
Never

Once in 5 years

Every year

Fraud Focus during Internal
Audits?
Yes

Sometimes

12%
46%

38%

No

29%

42%
33%

» 46% of internal auditors
reported that they never
received specific fraud
training

» Only 29% respondents reported they
focus on fraud in their internal audits.
» Using Data Analytics, IT tools and
additional training are considered
critical
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Fraud Risk Assessment & Communications
Fraud Risk Assessments
Yes

Tick Box excersize

No

25%

63%

12%

» Week Fraud Risk Assessments 25% responded that
management performed a robust
fraud risk assessment in
organizations
» Week communications - 62% of
external auditors and 87% of
financial inspectors do not reach out
to internal audit teams to inquire of
known or suspected frauds
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Fraud Management: Good Practices (1/2)
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Fraud Management: Good Practices (2/2)
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Group Exercise:
Fraud Risk Assessment

Approach & Format
»Each table is one group;
»Participants should refer to the handout – Group exercise:
Fraud Risk Assessment
»Each group should use the Risk Assessment Framework (Part
A) to complete a set of scenarios (Part B) relating to different
fraud risk areas and related controls and document their work in
the Fraud Risk Assessment Template (Part C).
»Participants work in their table groups (for up to 45 minutes),
followed by a presentation of the results of their work (5 minutes
presentation time per each table group).
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Fraud Risk Areas
»Table 1: Payments, Disbursements and Cash;
»Table 2: Asset Management;
»Table 3: Procurement and Contracting;
» Table 4: Human Resources;
»Table 5: Information Technology
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